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abstract
This paper demonstrates a new soft structure that uses a meso- or macro-scale elastic
instability to generate a shape-memory effect similar to that exhibited by a ferroelastic
material. It demonstrates the phase transitions, state switching, and shape-memory effects
in this system, both in experiment and in simulation. The new class of materials described
in the paper is potentially useful, since it comprises what are effectively ‘‘shape-memory
alloys’’ of arbitrarily low modulus and arbitrarily large remnant strain. The reproduction
of properties of materials usually associated with atomic- or molecular-level changes in
structure using meso-scale structural opens the door to development of new, soft materials
with new properties and functions.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Many forms of matter – atoms, ions, molecules, and materials – can exist in multiple forms (phases), having different structures at the atomic and molecular scale, and different properties. The interconversions of these phases are
a central concern in materials science and engineering, and
can be classified as follows: transformations that exhibit
discontinuity in the first derivative of the free energy with
respect to some thermodynamic variable are characterized
by large changes in thermodynamic properties (e.g. melting of a solid [1], smectic-A to nematic transition in liquid
crystals [2], etc.), and are called first-order phase transitions. Transformations that exhibit continuity in the first
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derivatives of the free energy but discontinuity in the second derivative are called second-order phase transitions.
Examples of materials exhibiting second-order phase transitions are ferroelectric [3–5] and ferromagnetic materials [6], shape memory alloys [7], ferroelastic materials [8–
10], superconductors [11], and superfluids [12]. A similar
definition could be applied to higher-order phase transitions.
Although most examples of phase transitions involve
structural rearrangements at the atomic/molecular scale,
the underlying concept of a phase as a form of matter
with defined structure can be applied at larger scales. Examples of phase transitions at the meso- and macro-scale
include colloidal suspensions [13,14], 2D arrays of polymeric spheres [15], heat-shrinkable polymer patterns [16],
meso-scale silicon rods embedded in a hydrogel [17–19],
and slabs of elastomer with an array of holes [20–23]. In
broad terms, an emerging opportunity in materials science
and engineering is to create phase-transforming materials by integrating materials – elastomers, liquids, metals,
and even open spaces and voids filled with gas or liquids
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Fig. 1. Change of phases and switching between variants. (a) For an elastomeric block containing holes of the same size, the parent phase transforms to
a low-symmetry phase. In the low-symmetry phase, the structure has two variants of the same state of spontaneous strain, so that one variant cannot be
switched to the other under external force. (b) For an elastomeric block containing holes of different sizes, the parent phase transforms to a ferroelectric
phase. In the ferroelectric phase, the structure has two variants of different states of spontaneous strain, so that one variant can be switched to the other
variant by an external mechanical force.

– through geometry and mechanics, at meso- or macroscale. This letter describes a new soft structure that uses
a meso- or macro-scale elastic instability to generate a
shape-memory effect similar to that of a ferroelastic material.
Ferroelasticity is the mechanical analogue of ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism, and it is the mechanism that
underlies the characteristics of shape-memory alloys [24].
When cooled below a certain temperature – the ‘‘Curie
temperature’’ – a ferroelastic material undergoes a phase
transition, develops spontaneous strains, and is said to be

in a ‘‘ferroelastic phase’’. These microscopic states of spontaneous strain – also known as ‘‘variants’’ – are equivalent
crystal structures in different orientations (e.g. a tetragonal
unit cell where the long axis points at different directions).
A macroscopic external stress can induce ‘‘switching’’ between these variants throughout the material. As a result,
the bulk material can be molded into different macroscopic
shapes depending on its history of loading, while maintaining a memory of its grain arrangements. When heated
above the Curie temperature, the spontaneous strain disappears, and the material is said to be in a ‘‘paraelastic’’
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or the ‘‘parent phase’’. Here, the different variants become
one, and the material assumes a higher crystallographic
symmetry (e.g. the tetragonal unit cells become cubic). As
a result, the material returns to its original shape, and thus
generates a shape-memory effect.
Our design is motivated by a structure made of a block
of elastomer with an array of through-holes having the
same sizes, which is able to realize a macroscopic ‘‘phase
change’’ (i.e., a change in stress–strain properties when
the material is compressed beyond a certain threshold)
by applying pressure mechanically in the plane of the
slab [20,21]. Bertoldi et al. explored this type of structure
as a negative Poisson ratio material [25] and a tunable
phononic crystal [26], while Yang et al. demonstrated other
related examples [27]. We wished to engineer a material
whose change of phases is regulated by an environmental
stimulus (such as temperature, or atmospheric pressure),
instead of an applied mechanical compression. We also
wished to engineer the elastic meta-material to possess
shape-memory properties; for these properties to exist,
the material must have a spontaneous strain. The structure
developed by Boyce and Bertoldi will phase transform,
but since the two variants of their low-symmetry phase
have the same state of spontaneous strain, it is difficult to
switch between them using an external mechanical force
(Fig. 1(a)). That is, these structures are not ferroelastic and
cannot realize shape memory.
We developed an elastic structure comprising a slab of
elastomer having a regular array of holes with two sizes
that are sealed within a thin elastomeric membrane with
a sub-atmospheric pressure inside the holes (Fig. 1(b)). (In
some sense this material mimics an A+ X− crystalline lattice, in which A+ and X− have different radii.) These holes
can either stay open and form a square lattice, or collapse
and skew the lattice into a rectangular shape, depending
on the differential pressure between the atmosphere outside and the pressure inside the sealed holes. This design
made it possible to apply compressive stress isotropically
to the structure simply by changing the external pressure
(using a pressure-controlled chamber).
Having holes of two different sizes enable the block to
collapse – when the external pressure is above a critical
level – into two distinct states of spontaneous strain, which
we call the ‘‘vertical’’ and ‘‘horizontal’’ variants, respectively (depending on whether the direction of the spontaneous strain is vertical or horizontal). This change of shape
of the unit cells (square to rectangle) closely resembles the
transformation of ‘‘parent phase’’ to ‘‘ferroelastic phase’’
in ferroelastic materials (cubic to tetragonal), but is dependent on external pressure instead of temperature. The
analogy can be extended to switching of ‘‘variants’’, as the
two rectangular skewed ‘‘variants’’ of this lattice of holes
in an elastomer can be switched through a uniaxial compression (from tall rectangle to wide rectangle), in a process similar to that in which different microscopic variants of a ferroelastic material can be switched by external loading (between three different tetragonal unit cells).
We demonstrate the phase transition, state switching, and
shape-memory effects in this system both in experiment
and in simulation.
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Fig. 2. Fabrication of the ferroelastic metamaterial. First, we cast Ecoflex
into a 3D printed mold to generate the desired structure. The elastomeric
slab containing the array of holes was then removed from the mold. Two
thin sheets of Ecoflex were used to cover the holes, and the structure glued
and cured at reduced pressure (25 kPa). When the completed structure
was removed from the vacuum chamber, it underwent a phase transition
from the parent phase to the ferroelastic phase.

2. Results and discussion
Fig. 2 sketches the method we used to fabricate an elastomeric structure capable of phase transition and state
switching. These structures are fabricated by casting elastomers in a mold. We designed the mold using computeraided design (CAD) software (Solidworks). Starting from
the CAD files, a 3D printer (StrataSys Fortus 250mc) generated the masters in acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)
plastic. Pouring Ecoflex prepolymer into the masters and
curing it at 20 °C for 12 h generated an elastomeric slab
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Fig. 3. Phase transition of the metamaterial as the external pressure decreases. (a) The experimental images show the phase transition from the ferroelastic
phase to the parent phase. The scale bars are 2 cm long. (b) Simulation results of the same phase transition show a qualitative agreement with the
experimental data. (c) Simulation results for the dependence of the total volume on the difference between the external and internal pressure, with
the normalized total volume V /V0 as an order parameter characterizing the phase transition. (d) Simulation results for the dependence of aspect ratio
Q = (a − b) / (a + b) on the pressure difference, where a and b are the length of the bulk sample in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively.

with the designed pattern of holes. We then removed the
slab carefully from the mold. The mold did not require
any surface treatment to promote the release of the cured
Ecoflex, as this silicone polymer does not adhere to ABS.
The large and small holes in the structure had diameters of
5 mm and 3 mm respectively. The centers of all the holes
formed a square lattice of unit length 5 mm. We subsequently glued two 1 mm-thick sheets of Ecoflex to this slab
(30 mm thick) to seal the holes. We used the same Ecoflex
as glue, and cured the entire structure in a vacuum chamber at a pressure of 25 kPa under 20 °C for 12 h. After removing the fully cured material from the vacuum chamber,
all the internal holes collapse due to the hydrostatic force
applied by the atmosphere. When exposed to atmospheric
pressure, the material develops a spontaneous strain and
enters the ferroelastic phase.
Fig. 3 shows the experiment and simulation of the phase
transition from the ferroelastic phase to the parent phase
of a block of this metamaterial, as the external pressure decreases. In our experiment, we put the collapsed sample
in a vacuum chamber, lowered the pressure, and observed
the structure of the slab. Reducing the external air pressure induced a phase transition from the ferroelastic phase
(rectangle shape) to the parent phase (square shape); raising the pressure inside the chamber resulted in a reversal
of this transition (Fig. 3(a), supporting videos: Phase transition square.mp4, Phase transition diamond.mp4).

We also used finite element method to simulate the
phase transition of the metamaterial with holes of two different sizes in a plane strain condition. We simulated a unit
cell of the metamaterial. We used the neo-Hookean model
with shear modulus G = 30 kPa for the material. In the
experiment, the air pressure inside the holes increases as
the volume of the holes decreases, which has a stabilizing effect to the phase transition. To simplify the simulation, we did not consider the effect of air. To compensate
this effect and obtain a second-order phase transition, we
simulated the metamaterial with holes of slightly different
sizes: 6 mm and 3.5 mm respectively. Simulation results
were in good qualitative agreement with the experimental
observations (Fig. 3(b)).
The order of the phase transition can be determined
by plotting the simulated values of the order parameter
against the thermodynamic variable of this system—
differential pressure 1P = Pexternal − Pinternal . We choose
the ratio of the total volume of the slab in the current
state V to the volume of the stress free state V0 , V /V0 as
an order parameter to characterize the phase transition.
With the increase of the difference between the external
pressure and the internal pressure, the total volume V
first decreases slowly, and then drops sharply after the
critical differential pressure 1P = 0.672 kPa is reached
(Fig. 3(c)). The volume change is continuous at the critical
pressure difference, but its derivative is not. This kink in
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Fig. 4. Switching of the metamaterial (under atmospheric pressure) from the vertical variant to the horizontal variant in the ferroelastic phase on vertical
compression. (a) By applying a compressive load in the long axis, the rectangular sample switches between its two variants. The spontaneous strain persists
even after the removal of the load. (b) The bulk stress–strain curve of the rectangular sample during switching as recorded by Instron. The scale bars are
2 cm long.

the volume–pressure curve is a signature of a second-order
phase transition.
We can also define another order parameter Q = (a −
b)/(a + b) to differentiate the two variants of the ferroelastic phase. Value a and b are the length of the bulk sample in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

This order parameter naturally captures the breaking of
symmetry in the phase transition. In the parent phase,
Q = 0. At a critical pressure (0.672 kPa, in our simulation), a bifurcation occurs, while the material enters the
ferroelastic phase. Once in the ferroelastic phase, Q tends
to 1 and −1 for the horizontal variant and the vertical
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Fig. 5. Simulation of the switching behavior. (a) The ferroelastic phase in horizontal variant was realized by applying an external pressure (state (1)). A
vertical compressive stress σ was then added. After an intermediate state (state (2)), the vertical variant switched to the horizontal variant (state (3)). (b)
Simulated relation of the compressive stress σ and the compressive strain ε of a unit cell during domain switching.

variant respectively, as the pressure difference tends to infinity (Fig. 3(d)).
In the ferroelastic phase, the metamaterial can switch
from the vertical variant to the horizontal variant under
a compressive load in the vertical direction (Fig. 4). The
switching initiates through a nucleation process in which
one variant suddenly appears inside the other, forming domains of different variants; this nucleation is accompanied
by a ‘‘snap through’’ [28–30]. The horizontal domain then
expands and the vertical domain shrinks, while the domain
wall moves upwards (supporting videos: Linear domain
motion_1.mp4, Linear domain motion_2.mp4). In the intermediate stages, the domain wall can be seen in the middle of the material. By the end, the domain wall disappears

and the switching from the vertical variant to the horizontal variant is complete (Fig. 4(a)). The block results in a state
of a spontaneous strain in the horizontal variant. The new
state remains stable even after removal of the compressive
load. We recorded the bulk stress–strain curve of a rectangular sample during switching using an Instron (Fig. 4(b)).
The multiple nucleation points can be seen as bumps in this
plot.
We simulated the switching between variants using the
finite element method (Fig. 5). We first put a simulated
unit cell (the smallest repeating unit in our structure) into
the ferroelastic phase (as opposed to the parent phase in
a stress free state) by applying a hydrostatic differential
pressure between the external boundary and the inside of
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Fig. 6. Ferroelastic domain patterns. (a) A single-domain structure. (b) A two-domain structure with a horizontal domain boundary. (c, d) A three-domain
structure with two horizontal boundaries. (e) A two-domain structure with a 45-degree domain boundary. (f) A three-domain structure with two 45-degree
domain boundaries. Domain boundaries are marked with a dotted line. Scale bars are 2 cm long.

the holes 1P = 0.685 kPa. We further applied a compressive displacement in the vertical direction to switch
the vertical variant to the horizontal variant (Fig. 5(a)), and
recorded the corresponding stress. A small numerical stabilization was applied during the simulation of switching.
We also noticed that in the experiments, the switching did
not happen for all unit cells simultaneously, but through
the accommodation of neighboring ones. Ideally, a simulation with more unit cells is needed to better capture the
propagation of domains in the switching process. Here we
used a simple simulation of a unit cell to demonstrate onset of the switching process. Fig. 5(b) plots the compressive stress σ as a function of the compressive strain ε of
a unit cell with the ferroelastic state before the stretch as
the reference. As the strain ε increased, the stress σ first
increased, then dropped below zero, and then increased
again—this curve indicates that a ‘‘snap through’’ happens
during the compression process [28–30]. The results are
consistent with the experiments.

The switching demonstrates that different variants can
coexist. Furthermore, these different variants can divide
a piece of material into domains of different shapes, and
form domain boundaries (Fig. 6). In the simplest case, the
material can demonstrate a single crystal structure, if all
parts of the structure are in the same variants in the ferroelastic phase (Fig. 6(a)). The single-crystal structure can
transform into a structure with two variants divided by
a horizontal boundary under uniaxial loading (Fig. 6(b)).
More complicated loadings can lead to many more different domain patterns (Fig. 6(c)–(f)). These domain patterns
are highly similar to ferromagnetic domain patterns, which
are induced by ferromagnetic phase transitions.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the shape-memory effect characteristic of this metamaterial. A long piece of the metamaterial is glued to a horizontally positioned block made of the
same elastomer (Ecoflex). Under high external pressure,
the metamaterial transforms to the ferroelastic phase.
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Fig. 7. Shape-memory effect in the metamaterial. (a) A long piece of metamaterial was glued to a block of the same elastomer (Ecoflex). When the
metamaterial is in a ferroelastic phase under a high external pressure, by bending of the sample, the metamaterial was compressed, and forced into its
vertical variant. (b) When the environmental pressure decreased, the metamaterial transformed from the ferroelastic phase into the parent phase, and the
block returned to being straight. (c) When the environmental pressure was again raised, the material transformed back into the ferroelastic phase. The
restoring force in the elastomer block favored the horizontal variant. Scale bars are 2 cm long.

After bending the metamaterial manually, the compression forces the system into its vertical variant (Fig. 7(a)).
We then put the bent composite sample into a vacuum
chamber, and lowered the pressure. The decrease in environmental pressure induced a phase transition of the
metamaterial from the ferroelastic phase back to the parent phase (Supporting video: Shape memory.mp4). Subsequently, the metamaterial returned to its initial length,
and the curvature of the composite disappeared (Fig. 7(b)).
When the environmental pressure was again raised, the
material transitioned back into the ferroelastic phase. The
restoring force in the elastomer block favored the horizontal variant. Thus the majority of the material transformed into the horizontal variant instead of the vertical
one (Fig. 7(c)). This behavior is similar to that of one-way
shape-memory alloys such as Nickel Titanium.
3. Conclusions
Meso-scale materials offer opportunities to control
structure and properties beyond those in atomic and

molecular materials. Although most of the familiar examples of phase transitions involve structural transformations occurring at the molecular or atomic scale, there are
only a limited number of chemical elements (e.g. the atoms
of the periodic table) that are available to form materials. There are an essentially unlimited number of options
in the type of materials, geometry and interactions among
which to choose, in generating metamaterials. Thus, more
structures and functionalities are, in principle, possible using meso- or macro-scale materials than with atoms and
molecules.
We have created a metamaterial capable of phase
transforming from a parent phase to a ferroelastic phase
by a change in environmental pressure. In the ferroelastic
phase, this material exhibits two variants of spontaneous
strain, and one variant can be switched to the other
under an external mechanical force. These mechanisms
are conceptually the same as those in a one-way shapememory alloy, but happen at a very different length scale.
The class of materials presented in this paper is potentially useful, since they are ‘‘shape-memory alloys’’ of
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arbitrarily low modulus and arbitrarily large remnant
strain. This technique of reproducing atomic or molecular
level material properties with meso-scale structural properties opens the door to engineering new soft materials
with new properties and functions.
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